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Abstract of JP9299676

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an exchange thread

drawing device for a sewing machine, allowing an easy subsequent

recovery work, even upon the occurrence of a failure of connecting

original thread to exchange thread, and ensuring high sewing work

efficiency, regarding the exchange thread drawing device for a

sewing machine where exchange thread is drawn from a bobbin

and passed through a needle eye by drawing original thread

therefrom after the connection thereof to the exchange thread for

the exchange of needle thread.

SOLUTION: A driving gear 9 and a driven gear 1 1 draw original

thread T1 from a needle eye 301, and exchange thread T2
connected at the cut end T1 1 of the original thread T1 and the

leading end T21 thereof in a thread passage between a bobbin and

the needle eye 301 is thereby drawn from the bobbin for being

passed through the needle eye 301. A knot detector 15 detects that

no connection is made between the threads T1 and T2 at a drawing

process. When this non-connected state is detected, CPU causes

the driving and driven gears 9 and 1 1 to stop drawing of the original

thread T1 and then stops the progress of a subsequent sewing

process.
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an exchange thread drawing device

for a sewing machine, allowing an easy subsequent recovery work, even

upon the occurrence of a failure of connecting original thread to exchange

thread, and ensuring high sewing work efficiency, regarding the exchange

thread drawing device for a sewing machine where exchange thread is

drawn from a bobbin and passed through a needle eye by drawing original

thread therefrom after the connection thereof to the exchange thread for

the exchange of needle thread.

SOLUTION: A driving gear 9 and a driven gear 1 1 draw original thread T1

from a needle eye 301, and exchange thread T2 connected at the cut end

T1 1 of the original thread T1 and the leading end T21 thereof in a thread

passage between a bobbin and the needle eye 301 is thereby drawn from

the bobbin for being passed through the needle eye 301. A knot detector

15 detects that no connection is made between the threads T1 and T2 at a

drawing process. When this non-connected state is detected, CPU causes

the driving and driven gears 9 and 1 1 to stop drawing of the original thread

T1 and then stops the progress of a subsequent sewing process.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine characterized by providing the following The

threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a

thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by pulling out said

former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing A detecting element which detects that this connection

was not made after connection of said both thread It is the control section which stops a cash drawer of said former

thread twisted in said threader section, and a subsequent sewing activity when it is detected that this connection was not

made.

[Claim 2] The threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former

thread cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by

pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing, It has a detecting element which

detects that this connection was made after connection of said both thread. Said threader section Exchange thread cash-

drawer equipment of a sewing machine which is what lets said exchange thread pass to said pinholing by leading a

portion of said former thread passed [ pinholing ] from said pinholing, and pulling out predetermined thread length set

up beforehand from said pinholing after said connection is detected.

[Claim 3] Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine characterized by providing the following The

threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a

thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by pulling out said

former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing It is the detecting element which is equipped with the

prehension section which catches a portion of said former thread passed [ pinholing ], and detects fluctuation of tension

which said threader section pulls out said former thread from said pinholing by driving said prehension section in said

seized condition after connection of said both thread, and said prehension section receives from said former thread

during said former thread cash-drawer activity. It is the control section which stops a cash drawer of said former thread

twisted in said threader section, and a subsequent sewing activity when this tension fluctuation changes into a

predetermined condition.

[Claim 4] Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine characterized by providing the following The

threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a

thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by pulling out said

former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing The thread cutting section which leaves predetermined

length and cuts thread [ finishing / said pinholing passage ] from said pinholing after this threader A thread length

controller which adjusts this predetermined thread length left behind

[Claim 5] Said threader section is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 4

equipped with a thread length controller which adjusts said predetermined thread length.

[Claim 6] Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine characterized by providing the following The

threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a

thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by pulling out said

former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing The thread cutting section which leaves predetermined

length and cuts thread after this threader and said pinholing passage from said pinholing Thread with which it was cut

off after this cutting is attracted, and is collected and cut off, and it is a thread stripping section.

[Claim 7] Exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a thread path between a

bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side It has the threader section which pulls out from a bobbin

side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets pass to a pinholing. This threader section

Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine equipped with the positioning section which catches a
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portion of former thread after said connection passed [ pinholing ] in the prehension section, drives this prehension

section, pulls out said former thread from said pinholing, catches the pinholing side edge section of said former thread,

and positions former thread prehension by said prehension section.

[Claim 8] Exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine characterized by providing the following The

threader section which pulls out exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in a

thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side from a bobbin side by pulling out said

former thread from said pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing The thread cutting section which leaves predetermined

length and cuts thread [ finishing / said pinholing passage ] from said pinholing after this threader The positioning

section which catches the pinholing side edge section of said former thread, sets a flow direction constant, gives

predetermined tension to thread [ finishing / said pinholing passage ], and positions for said cutting

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] After this invention connects the thread cash-drawer edge side of

exchange thread the amputation stump section side of the former thread after cutting using a predetermined needle-

thread swap device in the thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing, it pulls out the former thread after this

connection from a pinholing, pulls out exchange thread from a bobbin side, and relates to a pinholing at the exchange

thread cash-drawer equipment of the sewing machine through and for having and exchanging needle threads.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] A needle thread is cut in the thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing, and it is

indicated by JP,3-5834,B etc. about the needle-thread swap device which connects the thread cash-drawer edge side of

exchange thread the amputation stump section side of the former thread after this cutting.

[0003] Moreover, exchange thread is pulled out from a bobbin side by pulling out former thread from a pinholing after

connection between former thread and exchanged thread, through and this pulled-out former thread portion are cut to a

pinholing, and it is indicated by JP,5-179560,A etc. about the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment for which a

needle thread is exchanged.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, there were the following problems in the above-mentioned Prior

art.

[0005] Namely, if exchange thread tends to be pulled out from a bobbin side by pulling out former thread from a

pinholing following on it and it is going to let it pass to a pinholing when connection of both thread goes wrong the

amputation stump section side of the former thread after cutting at the connection production process by the side of the

thread cash-drawer edge of exchanged thread Only former thread will be pulled out from a pinholing and pulls out

exchange thread from a bobbin. If sewing by subsequent exchange thread is started before having to do the activity

which carries out the threader of the inside of predetermined thread paths established, such as stitch balancing thread

tension and a balance, to a pinholing by handicraft and doing this activity While a blind stitch has not been formed by it,

a needle location will be made, a needle-location location will have to be returned to the original location, complicated

rehabilitation works, such as a threader of exchange thread, will have to be performed, and sewing working efficiency

will be reduced.

[0006] Then, after connection between former thread and exchange thread, the purpose of this invention pulls out

exchange thread from a bobbin side by pulling out former thread from a pinholing, and sets it to a pinholing to the

exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of through and the sewing machine for which it has and a needle thread is

exchanged. Even when connection between former thread and exchange thread goes wrong, a subsequent rehabilitation

work is easy and is to have and offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine with high sewing

working efficiency.

[0007] If there are few amounts of drawers from the pinholing of thread, it becomes impossible moreover, to perform

sewing in exchange thread after thread exchange after connection between former thread and exchange thread as

another technical problem in pulling out former thread from a pinholing and letting exchange thread pass to a pinholing,

without exchange thread reaching to a pinholing. On the contrary, if it pulls out too much, from a pinholing, exchange

thread will be pulled out superfluously and will be consumed vainly.

[0008] Then, another purpose of this invention is to offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing

machine which can pull out exchange thread from a bobbin side and can prevent useless consumption of the positive

exchange to exchange thread, and exchange thread after connection between former thread and exchange thread in the
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exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of through and the sewing machine for which it has and a needle thread is

exchanged to a pinholing by pulling out former thread from a pinholing.

[0009] In connecting former thread and exchange thread in the thread path to a pinholing, pulling out former thread

from a pinholing as another technical problem, and letting exchange thread pass to a pinholing, the node of said both

thread is caught in which location in a thread path, or there is a possibility ofbecoming big friction at the time of

passing a thread path. In especially a pinholing, the danger is high. In having left this, exchange thread does not reach to

a pinholing or there is a possibility ofproducing the thread breakage.

[0010] Then, the node of former thread and exchange thread is caught in a thread path, or serves as big friction,

exchange thread does not reach to a pinholing or another purpose of this invention is to offer the exchange thread cash-

drawer equipment of a sewing machine which can prevent the situations, such as producing the thread breakage.

[001 1] In pulling out exchange thread to a pinholing and cutting a former thread portion as another technical problem,

there is a case where he wants to adjust the previous exchange thread length from a pinholing [ finishing / pinholing

passage ] to a request according to the sewing purpose etc.

[0012] Then, another purpose of this invention is to offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing

machine which pulls out exchange thread from a bobbin side by pulling out former thread from a pinholing, and cuts

through and the pulled-out former thread portion to a pinholing and which can adjust the previous exchange thread

length from a pinholing [ finishing / pinholing passage ] to a request in the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a

sewing machine.

[0013] Furthermore, even if another purpose of this invention adjusts the previous exchange thread length from a

pinholing [ finishing / pinholing passage ] to a request, it is to offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of the

sewing machine by which former thread does not remain in the point of a pinholing.

[0014] the exchange webbing appearance of a sewing machine which pulls out exchange thread from a bobbin side

because another purpose of this invention pulls out former thread from a pinholing, and cuts through and the pulled-out

former thread portion to a pinholing - carrying out - equipment — setting ~ the breath injury of the former thread after

cutting — it is in the easy thing for which a sewing machine carries out exchange webbing appearance, and equipment is

offered.

[0015] Another purpose of this invention is to offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which ensures prehension of the former thread for pulling out former thread from a pinholing in the exchange thread

cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which pulls out exchange thread from a bobbin side by pulling out former

thread from a pinholing, and lets it pass to a pinholing.

[0016] Another purpose of this invention is to offer the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which pulls out exchange thread from a bobbin side by pulling out former thread from a pinholing, and cuts through and

the pulled-out former thread portion to a pinholing and which ensures cutting of a former thread portion in the exchange

thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine.

[0017]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A corresponding member and a corresponding sign in a gestalt of implementation of

invention mentioned later also write in addition and explain above-mentioned The means for solving a technical

problem.

[0018] Invention according to claim 1 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Tl 1) (T21) The

threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and 1 1/knuckle 3 1 of collar gears), When it is detected that this connection was not made

to a detecting element (the node detector 15, CPU22) which detects that this connection was not made after connection

of said both thread It is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine equipped with a control section

(CPU22) which stops a cash drawer of said former thread twisted in said threader section, and a subsequent sewing

activity.

[0019] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1, it detects that

former thread and exchange thread were not connected, and since a cash drawer from a pinholing of former thread and a

subsequent sewing activity are stopped, only former thread will be pulled out from a pinholing or the situation where the

threader of the needle thread is not carried out to a pinholing is prevented.

[0020] Therefore, according to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 1, even

when connection between former thread and exchange thread goes wrong, it is easy, and a subsequent rehabilitation

work can have and can offer exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine with high sewing working

efficiency.
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[0021] Invention according to claim 2 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Tl 1) (T21) The

threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and 1 1/knuckle 3 1 of collar gears), It has a detecting element (the node detector 15,

CPU22) which detects that this connection was made after connection of said both thread. Said threader section After

said connection is detected, it is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which is what lets said

exchange thread pass to said pinholing by leading a portion of said former thread passed [ pinholing ] from said

pinholing, and pulling out predetermined thread length set up beforehand from said pinholing.

[0022] By according to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 2, detecting

connection between former thread and exchange thread, and pulling out from a pinholing predetermined thread length

set up beforehand after this detection Since it lets exchange thread pass to a pinholing, the length of exchange thread

which former thread is certainly pulled out by accommodation of predetermined thread length from a pinholing, and is

pulled out from a pinholing can be prevented from becoming superfluous.

[0023] Therefore, according to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 2,

exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which can prevent useless consumption ofpositive

exchange to exchange thread and exchange thread can be offered.

[0024] Invention according to claim 3 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Til) (T21) The

threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and 1 1/knuckle 3 1 of collar gears), It has the prehension section (a driver 9 and

1 1/knuckle 31 of collar gears) which catches a portion of said former thread passed [ pinholing ]. Said threader section It

is what pulls out said former thread from said pinholing by driving said prehension section in said seized condition after

connection of said both thread. A detecting element which detects fluctuation of tension which said prehension section

receives from said former thread during said former thread cash-drawer activity (the rotation sensor 903, the thread

thread take-up spring 41, epilogue detector 42\ CPU22), When this tension fluctuation changes into a predetermined

condition, it is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine equipped with a control section (CPU22)

which stops a cash drawer of said former thread twisted in said threader section, and a subsequent sewing activity.

[0025] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 3, a portion of

former thread passed [ pinholing ] is caught in the prehension section. Since a cash drawer of former thread from a

pinholing is stopped when fluctuation of tension which pulls out former thread from a pinholing by driving this

prehension section, and the prehension section receives from former thread changes into a predetermined condition A
case where a node of former thread and exchange thread was caught in a thread path, or becomes big friction can be

detected as unusual tension fluctuation, and a sewing activity of a cash drawer of former thread from a pinholing or after

that can be stopped.

[0026] Therefore, according to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 3, a

node of former thread and exchange thread is caught in a thread path, or serves as big friction, exchange thread cannot

reach to a pinholing or exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which can prevent the situations,

such as producing thread breakage, can be offered.

[0027] Invention according to claim 4 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Tl 1) (T21) The

threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and collar gear 1 1), It is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

equipped with the thread cutting section (Metz 12) which leaves predetermined length and cuts thread [ finishing / said

pinholing passage ] from said pinholing, and thread length controllers (volume 161, Metz 12, setscrew 122, etc.) which

adjust this predetermined thread length left behind after this threader.

[0028] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 4, exchange

thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which can adjust the previous exchange thread length from a

pinholing [ finishing / pinholing passage ] to a request can be offered by thread length controller.

[0029] In this case, if a thread length controller (volume 161) which adjusts the cash-drawer length ofexchange thread

by said threader section is prepared (claim 5), even if it adjusts the previous exchange thread length from a pinholing to

a request, former thread will not remain in the point of a pinholing, or will not make exchange thread useless

superfluously.

[0030] Invention according to claim 6 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Tl 1) (T21) The
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threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and collar gear 1 1), It is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which attracts and collects the thread cutting section (Metz 12) which leaves predetermined length and cuts thread after

this threader and said pinholing passage from said pinholing, and thread with which it was cut off after this cutting and

which cut off and is equipped with a thread stripping section (a bulb 144, vacuum generator 149).

[0031] since thread with which a sewing machine according to claim 6 carried out exchange webbing appearance, and it

was cut off after cutting according to equipment is attracted and collected - a breath injury ofthe remaining thread after

cutting -- an easy sewing machine can carry out exchange webbing appearance, and equipment can be offered.

[0032] Invention according to claim 7 exchange thread connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread cut in

a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing ], and thread cash-drawer edge side It has the threader section (a driver 9

and collar gear 11) which pulls out from a bobbin side by pulling out said former thread from said pinholing, and it lets

pass to a pinholing. This threader section A portion of former thread after said connection passed [ pinholing ] is caught

in the prehension section (a driver 9 and collar gear 1 1). It is exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing

machine equipped with the positioning section (thread clamp 14) which drives this prehension section, pulls out said

former thread from said pinholing, catches the pinholing side edge section of said former thread, and positions former

thread prehension by said prehension section.

[0033] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 7, since the

pinholing side edge section of former thread is caught and positioning for former thread prehension by the prehension

section is performed, exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which ensures prehension of former

thread for pulling out former thread from a pinholing can be offered.

[0034] Invention according to claim 8 exchange thread (T2) connected by amputation stump section [ of former thread

(Tl) cut in a thread path between a bobbin and a pinholing (301) ], and thread cash-drawer edge side (Tl 1) (T21) The

threader section which pulls out from a bobbin side by said pinholing to said former thread drawer ******, and it lets

pass to a pinholing (a driver 9 and collar gear 11), The thread cutting section which leaves predetermined length and

cuts thread [ finishing / said pinholing passage ] from said pinholing after this threader (Metz 12), It is exchange thread

cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which caught the pinholing side edge section (T12) of said former thread,

set a flow direction constant, gave predetermined tension to thread [ finishing / said pinholing passage ], and is equipped

with the positioning section (thread clamp 14) which positions for said cutting.

[0035] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine according to claim 8, since the

pinholing side edge section of former thread is caught, a flow direction can be set constant, predetermined tension can

be given to thread [ finishing / pinholing passage ] and it can position for cutting by the side of former thread, exchange

thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which ensures cutting of a former thread portion can be offered.

[0036]

[Embodiment ofthe Invention]

[Gestalt 1 of implementation of invention] A configuration is explained first.

[0037] Drawing 1 is the perspective diagram of the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 which is the gestalt 1 of

implementation of this invention.

[0038] A sign 2 is an automatic sewing sewing machine, and exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 is formed in the

head of this sewing machine.

[0039] Although detailed explanation is omitted, a predetermined needle-thread swap device (illustration abbreviation)

is formed in the automatic sewing sewing machine 2, and this needle-thread swap device cuts a needle thread in the

thread path between a bobbin (illustration abbreviation) and the pinholing 301 of a needle 3, and connects the thread

cash-drawer edge side T21 of exchange thread T2 the amputation stump section side Tl 1 of the former thread Tl after

this cutting. What is indicated by JP,3-5834,B etc. as a needle-thread swap device 2 can be used. A sign TO is the node

ofboth thread Tl and T2.

[0040] The pinholing 301 lets former thread Tl pass through the predetermined thread path. The balance 6 is formed in

this thread path at stitch balancing thread tension 4, tension thread guards 501, 502, and 503, and 504 lists. A sign 7 is a

needle bar and is a presser foot while a sign 8 is interlocked with a needle location and carrying out vertical

reciprocation with a predetermined drive.

[0041] It is fixed to a shaft 901 and a driver 9 is rotated with a drive motor 902. The rotation sensor 903 (it sets to

drawing 1 and is an illustration abbreviation) which detects the angle of rotation of the axis of rotation of this motor is

formed in the drive motor 902. The collar gear 1 1 is attached in the end side of the drive arm 1 1 1 free [ rotation ] with

the shaft 1 12. The end side of the shaft 1 14 currently supported to revolve free [ the rotation to bearing 1 13 ] is attached

in the other end side of the drive arm 111. The end side of a lever 1 1 5 is attached in the other end side of a shaft 1 14,
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and the other end side is connected with the cylinder rod of an air cylinder 117 through the knuckle 1 16. It rotates in the

direction of **** a by the drive of a cylinder 1 1 7, and a collar gear 1 1 is engaged with a driver 9, or the drive arm 1 1

1

evacuates it from a driver 9 side.

[0042] Thread-cutter Metz 12 is attached in the cylinder rod of an air cylinder 121 , and it goes up and down it in the

direction of **** b by the drive of this air cylinder. Moreover, the point location ofMetz 12 can be adjusted in the

direction of **** c by a setscrew's 122 ****ing and adjusting a stop location.

[0043] A sign 13 is a wiper which wipes a needle thread. It is attached in the end side of the shaft 131 currently

supported to revolve by the sewing-machine frame free [ rotation ], and the end side of a lever 132 is being fixed to the

other end side by the end face side of this wiper. With the shaft 134, the end side of the wiper arm 133 is attached free

[ rotation ], and is attached in the other end side of a lever 132 free [ rotation ] with the shaft 136 at the end side of the

drive lever 135 at the other end side of the wiper arm 133. The drive lever 135 is connected with the wiper solenoid 138

with the shaft 137. A wiper 13 moves in the direction of**** d by the drive of the wiper solenoid 138.

[0044] A sign 14 is a thread clamp, and in this thread clamp, the clamp section 142 and the ball 143 which are driven by

the air cylinder 141 are prepared, and it clamps the margin of string with the clamp section 142 and a ball 143.

Moreover, a bulb 144 is connected to the thread clamp 14, and the margin of string is attracted by suction ofthe air from

this bulb 144. The thread clamp 14 is attached in the end side of the drive arm 145. The mid-position of the drive arm

145 is attached in the sewing-machine frame free [ rotation ] with the shaft 146. The other end side of the drive arm 145

is connected with the cylinder rod of an air cylinder 148 through the knuckle 147. By the drive of an air cylinder 148,

the drive arm 145 is rotated in the direction of **** e.

[0045] From the stitch balancing thread tension 4 of the thread path of a needle thread, a sign 15 is a thread node

detector (photosensor) formed in the thread cash-drawer side, and detects a node TO. A sign 16 is an electrical box and

the timer accommodation volume 161 for adjusting the resistance welding time to a motor 902 by manual actuation is

formed in the electrical box 16.

[0046] A sign 17 is a feed bar prepared on the sewing-machine base. The presser foot 171 is formed in this feed bar, and

this presser foot holds the sewing 18-ed. A feed bar 17 moves in the direction ofX-Y in a predetermined movable table

top, and sends the sewing 18-ed in the direction ofX-Y on a throat plate 172. This delivery actuation is performed

according to X-Y coordinate data contained in predetermined sewing data, on the sewing 18-ed sent in this way, it is

carrying out a needle location and predetermined configuration sewing is performed. Since these are common
knowledge technology, the detailed explanation beyond this is omitted.

[0047] Next, the configuration of the control system of exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 is explained.

[0048] Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing the configuration ofthe control system of exchange thread cash-drawer

equipment 1.

[0049] As shown in this drawing, in the electrical box 16, it has the sewing-machine control unit 19. This sewing-

machine control unit is equipped with a predetermined floppy disk drive, and in order to give predetermined

configuration sewing based on the predetermined sewing data stored in the floppy disk 21, it controls each part of a

sewing machine 2. That is, configuration sewing of a request is given by carrying out a needle location, controlling the

drive ofthe normal axis (illustration abbreviation) of the sewing machine 2 by the feed bar 17 and the sewing-machine

motor etc., and driving a feed bar 17 in the direction ofX-Y based on the predetermined sewing data stored in the

floppy disk 21 . The sewing-machine control unit 19 outputs a webbing appearance start signal to the webbing

appearance control section 22.

[0050] ROM23 and RAM24 are connected to the webbing appearance control section (CPU) 22. The predetermined

control program for controlling each part for needle-thread exchange etc. is stored in ROM23.
[0051] The webbing appearance control section 22 outputs a sewing-machine stop signal and a webbing appearance

terminate signal to the sewing-machine control unit 19. Moreover, the webbing appearance control section 22 sends and

controls a control signal to solenoid valves SV1-SV5. These solenoid valves SV1-SV4 operate supply of the air to said

air cylinders 1 17, 148, 141, and 121 respectively. Moreover, a solenoid valve SV 5 is formed in said bulb 144 which has

connected the vacuum generator 149 which attracts the air in said thread clamp 14, and opens and closes a bulb 144.

The vacuum generator 149 is formed in said electrical box 16. The webbing appearance control section 22 sends a

control signal to the solenoid driver 139 which drives said solenoid 138, and controls a solenoid 138. Moreover, the

webbing appearance control section 22 sends a control signal to Motor Driver 904 which drives said drive motor 902,

and controls a motor 902. Furthermore, the detecting signal from said thread epilogue detector 15 and said rotation

sensor 903 formed in the motor 902 is inputted into the webbing appearance control section 22.

[0052] Next, an operation is explained.

[0053] Below, it explains with reference to the cross section of the flow chart of drawing 3 and drawing 4 ,
drawing 5 -
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drawing 7 , drawing 9 , drawing 13 and the perspective diagram of **14** , drawing 8 , and drawing 10 .

[0054] The needle location of it is carried out, and drawing 5 forms blind stitch T3, sending the sewing 18-ed in the

direction ofX-Y by delivery 172, and shows the condition of having performed the predetermined thread cutter. The

needle thread used for formation ofblind stitch T3 is the same thread pulled out from the same bobbin as former thread

T2. The margin of string T3 1 ofblind stitch T3 behind a thread cutter is in the condition ofhaving been cut with the

throat-plate 172 down side. At this time, a driver 9 and a collar gear 11 are in the condition ofhaving geared. Although

not shown in drawing 5 , former thread Tl is cut from the stitch balancing thread tension 4 of the thread path between a

pinholing 301 and a bobbin (illustration abbreviation) in the predetermined location by the side of a bobbin in this

phase, and the thread epilogue of the thread cash-drawer edge side T21 of that amputation stump section side Tl 1 and

other exchange thread T2 is carried out with (refer to drawing 1 ) and the aforementioned needle-thread swap device.

[0055] The sewing-machine control unit 19 will output a webbing appearance start signal to CPU22, if actuation of said

thread epilogue is made with said needle-thread swap device.

[0056] IfCPU22 receives a webbing appearance start signal as shown in drawing 3 (step SI), as a control signal is

outputted to a solenoid valve SV 1, a cylinder 1 17 is driven and it is shown in drawing 6 , the cylinder rod will be

moved in the direction of **** f, engagement with the driver 9 of a collar gear 1 1 will be released, and it will evacuate

in the direction of **** g (step S2).

[0057] Next, as a control signal is transmitted to a solenoid valve SV 2 and it is shown in drawing 7 , the cylinder rod of

a cylinder 148 is moved in the direction of **** h, the drive arm 145 is rotated in the direction of **** i, and the thread

clamp 14 is moved near the pinholing 301 (step S3). As the thread clamp 14 interior at this time shows to drawing 8 ,

the clamp section 142 is in the condition ofhaving evacuated to the cylinder 141 side, and its ball 143 is free within the

thread clamp 141.

[0058] Then, as shown in delivery and drawing 9 , the drive lever 135 is rotated for a control signal in the direction of
****

j by SORENOITO 138 to a solenoid driver 139, a wiper 13 is rotated in the direction of**** k, and the former

thread T12 ofthe point of a pinholing 301 is drawn in to the thread clamp 14 side (step S4). As a control signal is

outputted to a solenoid valve SV 5 and it is shown in drawing 10 in this condition Attract air in the direction of **** 1

from a bulb 144, and the margin of string T12 is attracted in the thread clamp 14. Then, output a control signal to a

solenoid valve SV 3, and a cylinder 141 is driven. It moves in the direction of **** m in the tip of the clamp section

142, a ball 143 is pressed, the margin of string T12 is clamped between a ball 143 and the wall of the thread clamp 14, a

control signal is outputted to a solenoid valve SV 3, and suction of said air stops (step S5).

[0059] Next, to a solenoid valve SV 2, as shown in delivery and drawing 1

1

, a cylinder 148 is driven for a control

signal, the drive arm 145 is rotated in the direction of **** n, and former thread Tl is led in the direction of **** p by

the thread clamp 14. And a control signal is outputted to a solenoid valve SV 1, a cylinder 1 17 is driven, the drive arm

1 1 1 is rotated in the direction of **** o, a driver 9 and a collar gear 1 1 are engaged again, and former thread Tl is

pinched. Moreover, a control signal is outputted to a solenoid driver 139, a solenoid 138 is driven, a wiper 13 is rotated

in the direction of**** q, and it returns to the original location (step S6).

[0060] And a control signal is outputted to a solenoid valve SV 3, the clamp section 142 is returned to a cylinder 141

side, and a ball 143 is made free, and a control signal is outputted to a solenoid valve SV 5, and the air from a bulb 144

is attracted (step S7). Since there is suction of air even if it makes a ball 143 into Flea, the former margin-of-string

section T12 does not fall out from the thread clamp 14.

[0061] As it is, as a control signal is outputted to Motor Driver 904, a drive motor 902 is driven and it is shown in

drawing 12 , a driver 9 is rotated in the direction of **** r, and a collar gear 1 1 rotates in the direction of **** s in

connection with this. Former thread Tl is pulled out by this gear pair of element from a pinholing 301 (step S8). The

former thread Tl pulled out is attracted in the bulb 144.

[0062] After motor 902 drive initiation, ifpredetermined time progress is carried out, a motor 902 will be suspended

(step S8 [it mentions later]). Then, as a control signal is outputted to a solenoid valve SV 4 and it is shown in drawing
13 , a cylinder 121 is driven, the needle thread which descended in the direction of **** u and pulled out Metz 12 in it is

cut, and a thread cutter is performed (step S9). In addition, let the aforementioned predetermined time (after-mentioned)

which drives a motor 902 be the degree which can perform the cash drawer of said thread to the degree to which former

thread Tl does not remain in the needle thread currently pulled out from the pinholing 301 after cutting at the time of

this thread cutter, and the length of the exchange thread T2 in the remaining thread after cutting does not become long

vainly (that is desirable). The remaining thread after cutting is attracted and discharged by the bulb 144, and Metz 12 is

returned to the original location by the drive of a cylinder 121 . In addition, by adjusting the bolting location of a

setscrew 122, the location of Metz 12 can be adjusted and the length of previous exchange thread T2 can be adjusted

from the pinholing 301 behind a thread cutter.
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[0063] After this thread cutter, CPU22 outputs a webbing appearance terminate signal to the sewing-machine control

unit 19 (step S10), the drawer activity of exchange thread is ended, and a sewing machine 2 resumes predetermined

sewing according a webbing appearance terminate signal to exchange thread T2 by control of the carrier beam sewing-

machine control unit 19.

[0064] The drawer production process (step S8) of said former thread is explained.

[0065] At this production process, as aforementioned, a motor 902 is driven [ aforementioned ] until it carries out

predetermined time progress, and the needle thread ofpredetermined length is pulled out from a pinholing 301 . And
detection of tension is performed the above of detection of a node TO, and former thread T2 in the predetermined time

which drives a motor 902, and predetermined actuation is performed based on these.

[0066] A motor 902 is suspended, when the tension value set up beforehand is exceeded as shown in drawing 4 when
the cash drawer of former thread Tl was started (step SI 1) and the fluctuation of tension which a driver 9 receives from

former thread Tl changes into a predetermined condition from the detecting signal of the rotation sensor 903 for

example, (step SI 2, step SI 3). In this case, after an operator takes predetermined check and measures, he operates the

predetermined resumption switch of operation, resumes the drive of a motor 902 (step SI 4), does manual actuation of

the drive time amount of a motor 902, pulls out the needle thread of the desired length (step SI 5), and ends.

[0067] When having not passed, it progresses to step S12 by judging whether when not detecting abnormality tension at

step SI 2, the predetermined short time set up beforehand passed after drawer initiation (step SI 1) of said former thread

Tl (step SI 6), and return and when having passed, it progresses to step SI 7.

[0068] At step SI 7, it judges whether former thread Tl and exchange thread T2 were connected with whether within the

aforementioned short time, former thread Tl was pulled out and the node TO of former thread Tl and exchange thread

T2 was detected by the thread node detector 15, and said needle-thread swap device. When the node TO is not formed, a

motor 902 is suspended immediately (step SI 8). It is made for the cash drawer of former thread Tl to stop the

aforementioned short time and the timing ofmotor 902 halt, just before the edge Tl 1 of former thread Tl passes stitch

balancing thread tension 4 (that is desirable). This connects the margin-of-string section Tl 1 and the exchange margin-

of-string section T21 which have been stopped before stitch balancing thread tension 4 by handicraft, a predetermined

restart switch is operated, the drive of a motor 902 is resumed (step SI 9), manual actuation of the drive time amount of

a motor 902 is carried out, the needle thread of the desired length is pulled out (step S20), and it ends.

[0069] When a node TO is detected at step SI 7, it progresses to step S21. At step S21, when the fluctuation of tension

which a driver 9 receives from former thread Tl changes the same into a predetermined condition from the detecting

signal of the rotation sensor 903 in said step SI 2, a motor 902 is suspended (step S21, step S22). Similarly, after [ said ]

an operator takes predetermined check and measures, he operates the predetermined resumption switch of operation

(step S23), does manual actuation of the drive time amount of a motor 902, pulls out the needle thread of the desired

length (step S24), and ends.

[0070] When the predetermined time (it describes above by explanation of step S9) which maintained the drive of a

motor 902 and was beforehand set up after motor 902 drive initiation (step SI 1) when the abnormality tension of former

thread Tl was not detected at step S21 passes, (step S25) and a motor 902 are suspended and the cash drawer of former

thread Tl is stopped (step S26).

[0071] Moreover, the aforementioned predetermined time (step S25) set up beforehand can carry out manual

accommodation in volume 161 (refer to drawing 1 ).

[0072] In addition, the thread node detector (photosensor) 15 adjusts light-receiving volume and operational-amplifier

RIFA (neither is illustrated) beforehand so that width of face of thread 1 usual duty may not be incorrect-detected with a

node TO.

[0073] According to the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 explained above, a detector 15 detects that former

thread Tl and exchange thread T2 were not connected. Since the cash drawer from the pinholing 301 of former thread

Tl is stopped, only former thread Tl will be pulled out from a pinholing. The situation which carries out the threader of

the exchange thread T2 to a predetermined thread path manually to a pinholing 301 is prevented (since the exchange

margin-of-string section T21 is before stitch balancing thread tension 4 in the above-mentioned example, connection of

both the thread Tl and T2 by handicraft is also easy). Moreover, since a subsequent sewing activity is not done, either,

unless a predetermined restart switch is operated, the situation where sewing is made with no exchange thread T2 is also

prevented. Therefore, even when connection between former thread Tl and exchange thread T2 goes wrong, it is easy,

and a subsequent rehabilitation work can have and can offer exchange thread cash-drawer equipment with high sewing

working efficiency.

[0074] Moreover, since the cash drawer of a needle thread is made into predetermined length by making the drive of a

motor 902 into the inside of the predetermined time set up beforehand (step S25, step S26) if the node TO at the time of
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a drive halt of a motor 902 is adjusted so that it may become suitable locations (location beyond a little Metz 12 descent

location etc.) - the needle thread behind a thread cutter (step S9) -- former thread Tl - all -- moreover, exchange thread

T2 is not superfluously made useless

[0075] Furthermore, when pulling out former thread Tl from a pinholing 301 and the unusual tension fluctuation from

former thread Tl is detected Since the drive of a motor 902 is stopped (step SI 2, step SI 3, step S21, step S22) The case

where the node TO of former thread Tl and exchange thread T2 was caught in the thread path, or becomes big friction

can be detected as unusual tension fluctuation, and the cash drawer ofthe former thread from a pinholing can be

stopped. Therefore, exchange thread T2 cannot reach to a pinholing 301 for these reasons, or the situations, such as

producing the thread breakage, can be prevented. Moreover, a needle location will not be carried out without a needle

thread, if a subsequent sewing activity is also made not to be done unless a restart switch (not shown) is operated.

[0076] The thread-cutter location by Metz 12 can be adjusted with a setscrew 122, and since the aforementioned

predetermined time (step S25) set up beforehand can carry out manual accommodation in volume 161 (refer to drawing

1 ), it can adjust the length of previous exchange thread T2 from the pinholing [ finishing / pinholing 301 passage ] 301

to a request by these accommodation. Moreover, by these accommodation, former thread Tl does not remain in

previous exchange thread T2 from a pinholing 301 after a thread cutter, or exchange thread T2 is not superfluously

made useless.

[0077] since the remaining thread behind a thread cutter is attracted by the bulb 144 and it is collected - the breath

injury of the remaining thread -- it is easy.

[0078] Since pinching of the former thread Tl by the driver 9 and the collar gear 1 1 is performed by clamping and

positioning the former margin-of-string section Tl 2 by the thread clamp 14, it can ensure prehension ofthe former

thread Tl for pulling out former thread Tl from a pinholing 301

.

[0079] Since the needle-thread end by Metz 12 can set constant the flow direction of a needle thread [ finishing /

pinholing 301 passage ], can give predetermined tension and can position for cutting by clamping the former margin-of-

string section T12 by the thread clamp 14, and carrying out constant-rate evacuation of the drive arm 145, it can ensure

cutting of the needle thread containing former thread Tl portion by descending Metz 12.

[0080] In addition, the above-mentioned exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 cannot be overemphasized, and does

not limit this invention. For example, a thread node detector (photosensor) is formed also in the mid-position (****v) of

the thread path between the driver 9 and collar gear 1 1 in drawing 13 , and the drive thread clamp 14, and after detecting

a node TO in the location concerned, a cylinder 121 is driven and it may be made to perform the thread cutter by Metz

12.

[0081] Moreover, in the above-mentioned example, the node detector 15 is used as a means to detect the existence of

the connection for the connected former thread Tl and exchange thread T2 during a thread cash-drawer activity.

[0082] this — replacing with — drawing 18 ~ being shown - as - common knowledge - stitch balancing thread tension

- four - 1 - this - stitch balancing thread tension - four - 1 - building ~ having had - thread - being engaged - while

— thread - a drawer - an activity - following — rocking — a thread take-up spring — 41 — 1 — predetermined — thread ~

an epilogue ~ detectors (microswitch etc.) - 42 - 1 ~ using — the existence of connection between former thread Tl and

exchange thread T2 - detecting - you may make . In addition, sign 43' is a thread engagement member with which

thread engages.

[0083] In this case, since the force which thread-take-up-spring 41' receives from thread is not necessarily fixed, it is

also considered that detection of the thread epilogue by thread epilogue detector 42
?

is not temporarily made even ifthe

thread epilogue is made.

[0084] Then, although a node TO reaches from a thread epilogue location just before stitch-balancing-thread-tension 4 f

,

supposing a motor 902 rotates eight times, for example Detect rotation of a motor 902 by the rotation sensor 903, and 0

N (those with a thread epilogue) of the switch of ** which rotates one time, and OFF (with no thread epilogue) are

counted with a predetermined counter. For example, what is necessary is just to make it judge that the thread epilogue is

not made for 4 or less times by which the thread epilogue is made among 8 times, if 5 times or more are OFF.

[0085] [Gestalt 2 of implementation of invention] Drawing 14 is the perspective diagram of exchange thread cash-

drawer equipment l
1 which is the gestalt 2 of implementation of this invention.

[0086] A sign 2 is an automatic sewing sewing machine, and exchange thread cash-drawer equipment l
1

is prepared in

the head of this sewing machine. The member of the same sign as drawing 1 - drawing 13 is the same member as said

exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1, and detailed explanation is omitted.

[0087] First, a configuration is explained.

[0088] First, the point that exchange thread cash-drawer equipment V is different from exchange thread cash-drawer

equipment 1 forms an air cylinder 3 1 1 in the head of a sewing machine 2, and is fixing the motor 3 14 to anchoring and
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the other end for the end section of the drive arm 313 through a knuckle 3 1 2 at the cylinder rod of this air cylinder.

Furthermore, the drive arm 313 is attached free [ rotation ] to the sewing-machine head in the mid-position of a

longitudinal direction through the rocking lever shaft 315. The knuckle 3 1 by which slots 3 1 6 and 3 1 6 are formed in the

point is formed in the motor shaft of a motor 55.

[0089] This knuckle 31 is not replaced with the driver 9 in the gestalt 1 of implementation of invention, and a collar gear

11, and the thread clamp 14, wipers 13, and these already explained drives are not formed, either. A sign 32 is Metz

which performs the needle-thread end, and a sign 321 is an air cylinder which drives this Metz.

[0090] Next, an operation is explained.

[0091] First, the thread epilogue of former thread Tl and the exchange thread T2 is carried out by the swap device of

said needle thread in the condition before [ of 1 -several stitches ] a sewing machine 2 starts thread-cutter actuation, and

thereby, a sewing machine 2 starts thread-cutter actuation, and cuts former thread Tl from blind stitch T3.

[0092] The condition at this time is drawing 14 . Next, as shown in drawing 15 , the drive arm 3 13 is rotated in the

direction of **** w by the drive of a cylinder 311. Thereby, a knuckle 3 1 moves to the needle point of a needle 3, and

the edge T12 of former thread engages with the slot 316. And ifa knuckle 31 is rotated in the **** x direction by the

motor 3 14, a needle thread is rolled round by the amount of [ of a knuckle 3 1 ] periphery, and as shown in drawing 16 ,

former thread Tl can be pulled out from a pinholing 301 by rotating the drive arm 313 and returning a knuckle 3 1 to the

original location. Then, the drawer activity of exchange thread T2 can be done by cutting in Metz 12 like the gestalt 1 of

implementation^ a needle thread of said invention.

[0093] According to exchange thread cash-drawer equipment l
f

explained above, like exchange thread cash-drawer

equipment 1 The former margin-of-string section T12 is clamped by the thread clamp 14. Carry out the cash drawer of

former thread Tl, and positioning of a thread cutter, or It is not necessary to make easy the thread clamp by the thread

clamp 14 by the wiper 13, and since the cash drawer of former thread Tl and positioning of a thread cutter can perform

a knuckle 3 1 in operating, they are components mark smaller than exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 . Exchange

thread cash-drawer equipment with a low manufacturing cost can be offered.

[0094] Moreover, even if a detector 15 detects a node and it cannot perform connection between former thread Tl and

exchange thread T2 like exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1, it has it, using a subsequent rehabilitation work as

easy, and you may make it raise sewing working efficiency.

[0095] The cash drawer of a needle thread is made into predetermined length like the inside of the predetermined time

beforehand set up in the drive of a motor 314, then exchange thread cash-drawer equipment 1 . if the node TO at the time

of a drive halt of a motor 3 14 is adjusted so that it may become suitable locations (location beyond a little Metz 12

descent location etc.) - the needle thread behind a thread cutter - former thread Tl - all - moreover, exchange thread

T2 is not superfluously made useless

[0096] If said rotation sensor 903 detects rotation of a motor 314 When the unusual tension fluctuation from former

thread Tl is detected, the drive of a motor 3 14 is stopped. The node TO of former thread Tl and exchange thread T2 is

caught in a thread path, or The case where it becomes big friction can be detected as unusual tension fluctuation, the

cash drawer of the former thread from a pinholing can be stopped, and exchange thread T2 cannot reach to a pinholing

301, or can also prevent the situations, such as producing the thread breakage. Moreover, if it is made for there to be

also no restart of a drive of a motor 3 14 in this case unless a restart switch is operated, a subsequent sewing activity will

not be done, either and a needle location will not be carried out without a needle thread.

[0097] If Metz 32 is constituted possible [ modification of a rise-and-fall location ] like said Metz 12 and it can be made
to carry out in volume 161 (to refer to drawing 1 ) manual accommodation of the drive time amount of a motor 3 14, the

length ofprevious exchange thread T2 can be adjusted from the pinholing [ finishing / pinholing 301 passage ] 301 to a

request. Moreover, by these accommodation, former thread Tl does not remain in previous exchange thread T2 from a

pinholing 301 after a thread cutter, or exchange thread T2 is not superfluously made useless.

[0098] Although thread remains having remained in the knuckle 3 1 and twisted, handicraft may remove at the time of

the next thread exchange, and it collects after that thread exchange how many times, and you may make it remove after

a thread cutter.

[0099]

[Effect ofthe Invention] According to invention according to claim 1, even when connection between former thread and

exchange thread goes wrong, it is easy, and a subsequent rehabilitation work can have and can offer the exchange thread

cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine with high sewing working efficiency.

[0100] According to invention according to claim 2, the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which can prevent useless consumption of the positive exchange to exchange thread and exchange thread can be

offered.
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[0101] According to invention according to claim 3, the node of former thread and exchange thread is caught in a thread

path, or serves as big friction, exchange thread cannot reach to a pinholing or the exchange thread cash-drawer

equipment of a sewing machine which can prevent the situations, such as producing the thread breakage, can be offered.

[0102] According to invention according to claim 4, the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which can adjust the previous exchange thread length from a pinholing [ finishing / pinholing passage ] to a request can

be offered by the thread length controller.

[0103] According to invention according to claim 5, even if it does so the same effect as invention according to claim 4

and also adjusts the previous exchange thread length from a pinholing [ finishing / pinholing passage ] to a request, the

exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine which can prevent useless consumption of the positive

exchange to exchange thread and exchange thread can be offered.

, [0104] according to invention according to claim 6 - the breath injury of the remaining thread after cutting - an easy

sewing machine can carry out exchange webbing appearance, and equipment can be offered.

[0105] According to invention according to claim 7, the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which ensures prehension of the former thread for pulling out former thread from a pinholing can be offered.

[0106] According to invention according to claim 8, the exchange thread cash-drawer equipment of a sewing machine

which ensures cutting of a former thread portion can be offered.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 8]
J4

[Drawing 10]

[Drawing 1]
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[Drawing 5]
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[Drawing 4]
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[Drawing 11]
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[Drawing 12]

[Drawing 13]
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[Drawing 15]
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[Drawing 17]
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[Translation done.]
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